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Abstract This paper begins with the view that the generation of meaning is a multimodal
process. Props, drawings, graphs, gestures, as well as speech and written text are all mediators
through which students construct new knowledge. Each semiotic context makes a unique
contribution to the conceptualization of scientific entities. The human body, in particular, can
function as a factor in both representation and explanation, serving as a link between verbal
discourse and setting. Considering this perspective, a body-based activity was designed for
kindergarten children, involving the concept of a shadow. The 3-D arrangement of the light
from the light source, the human body (the obstacle), and the resulting shadow plays a central
role. Using their own bodies as obstacles to the light, the children were able to explore the
direction of the light and to change the relative positions of the light source and the obstacle.
They formed hypotheses and were able to test them by moving on the stage. This body-
centered activity explicitly incorporates the rectilinear movement of light into the process of
shadow formation, while also providing learning through direct experience. Positive effects on
learning were achieved for the group of children who participated in the activity, while the
video analysis showed that many of the children were able to use their bodies to transfer to a
different setting the embodied knowledge they acquired. This, according to researchers in the
field of science education, is a powerful indication of conceptual change.

Keywords Shadow formation . Human body . Embodied knowledge . Transfer of knowledge

Introduction

Research in science education has shown that children at preschool age are ready to learn about
various scientific ideas (e.g., Kamii and Kato 2007; Ravanis 1994; Russell et al. 1989; Sharp
1995). With respect to teaching strategies for science in kindergartens, a number of researchers
have preferred a sociocognitive framework for the design of activities (e.g., Ravanis et al.
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2013; Tsatsaroni et al. 2003). In their perspective, students’ cognitive development is a social
practice (Lemke 2001; Roth 1998). Children construct knowledge through interaction with
their community, by using as cultural tools such mediators as language, visual represen-
tations, the human body, educational software, books, etc. Such teaching activities allow
children to formulate predictions and explanations in respect to physical phenomena, to
verify their reasoning by experiment and reshape their ideas in an interdependent context
of agreement, disagreement, or conflict with their classmates (Christidou et al. 2009;
Tytler and Peterson 2001). For their part, teachers encourages the use of trial tasks,
forming questions, focus on specific elements, comparison, conflict, and the final synthe-
sis of views (Venville et al. 2003). By entering into sociocognitive processes of knowl-
edge building, the children are assisted with constructing precursor models of the natural
world.

These precursors are cognitive constructions (concepts, models, procedures, etc.) gener-
ated by the educational context. They constitute the molds for subsequent cognitive
constructions, which, without their help, would be difficult or impossible (Weil-Barais
2001, p. 188).

In research conducted using the formal, constructivistic approach, the view was taken that
individual interviews adequately represented students’ thinking. However, in sociocognitive
research approaches, what interests us is how students’ reasoning (internal) is formed in its
connection to the properties of the external context (e.g., teaching material, use of gestures,
level of teacher’s intervention).

Contemporary views of learning do not accept that knowledge is simply constructed
internally by the individual. It is also built up through the child’s interactions and the modes
used to represent it. In any educational setting (including the kindergarten), children concep-
tualize scientific entities using their preexisting ideas, the social dynamic which unfolds, and
the modes of representation. Thus, a prominent role is played, inter alia, by the semiotic
context of mediation between children’s thinking and their actions. Props, drawings, gestures,
wordings, etc. are used to assign meaning to specific events all activated in the meaning-
making process.

Our study provides a theoretical framework from science education literature empha-
sizing that the generation of meaning is a multimodal process. Through the example of
the shadow formation phenomenon, the study examines how the properties of various
semiotic resources can guide the children’s thinking and lead them to specific actions.
This analysis focuses on the different semiotic profiles (i.e., material objects, 2-D repre-
sentations, simulations, human body) used in science activities proposed for preschool
children to teach the phenomenon of shadow formation. Study of the above activities has
shown that the human body (i.e., gestures, displacements, inclination of the trunk, etc.) is
not taken into account as a crucial semiotic agent in the construction of meaning. For this
reason, a body-based activity has been devised and used with preschool children. The
intention was twofold: (a) to verify whether such an activity can have a positive impact
on learning of dimensions in the phenomenon of shadow formation and (b) to explore
how children conceptualize aspects of the phenomenon through bodily expression
representation.

Shaping Meanings: a Semiotic Approach

A strand of the research that has been developed in science education has tended to focus on
meaning-making as a process which essentially relies on interplaying various vehicles of signs
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(e.g., Kress et al. 2001, Pantidos et al. 2010, Pozzer-Ardenghi and Roth 2010). Quite a few
researchers understand semiotic resources (e.g., spoken language, written text, drawings,
graphs, body movements, spatial arrangements) as grammatical (meaningful) genres which
charge any teaching event with meanings. Hwang and Roth (2011), as well as Pozzer-
Ardenghi and Roth (2007), approaching physics concepts as heterogeneous performances,
consider that addressees (i.e., students) receive, and inevitably conceptualize, addresser’s (i.e.,
teacher’s) spoken, spatial, and bodily performances of concepts, all of these serving to
interweave a communicative whole. In essence, such a viewpoint highlights the fact that
scientific entities are also semantically charged by the modalities used for their representation.

Kress et al. (2001) have argued that any resource of representation gives knowledge shape,
maintaining that the transition within various modal accounts does not merely serve to
represent the same thing through different forms but reshapes the knowledge itself.
Understanding learning “as a dynamic process of sign-making” (Kress et al. 2001, p. 129),
the aforementioned researchers consider that students can shed light on various aspects of
knowledge through their bodily, spatial, visual, or textual semiosis. Along a similar trajectory,
Tytler et al. (2007) draw on how different representational modes constructed by the students
can contribute to learning, promoting “a richer conceptual understanding” (Tytler et al. 2007,
p. 313). In the context of investigating the relation between semiotic resources and student’s
learning as regards evaporation, the above researchers approach the modes of representation
“as epistemological tools through which students can explore science ideas and clarify for
themselves their understandings” (Tytler et al. 2007, p. 327). In fact, they emphasize the view
that no notion can be seen separately from its representation(s).

Vosniadou et al. (2004) provided evidence of how two different methods of questioning
concerning the shape of the earth and the day/night cycle elicited dissimilar types of reasoning
in young children (grade 1 and grade 3). Actually, the forced-choice method of questioning
(FCQ) extracted from children more scientifically correct responses than the open method of
questioning (OQ). Besides, the researchers—by adopting in both methods the same criteria for
the evaluation of the consistency of the mental models constructed by the children—showed
that in FCQ, children produced distinctly less consistent responses than in OQ. Finally,
Vosniadou et al. (2004) argue that the method of questioning as well as the presence or the
absence of external representations (i.e., material model of a sphere) influence children’s
reasoning in elementary astronomy fostering different modes of knowing.

Likewise, in an attempt to shed light on how iconic gestures improve learning about the
conservation of a quantity, Ping and Goldin-Meadow (2008) explored preschool children’s
understandings through comparing a gesture-plus-speech instruction with a teaching context
based solely on spoken words. The results indicated that although in pretest the two groups
solved the same number of problems, after the respective instructions, the (equivalent)
posttest revealed a significant difference (positive) for the gesture-plus-speech group. This
clearly demonstrates that using teacher gestures facilitated children’s learning about specific
aspects of the topic. Moreover, Ping and Goldin-Meadow (2008) tested children’s ability to
adopt into their explanation knowledge that had not been acquired during gesture-plus-
speech or speech-alone instruction. The results revealed that children are more likely to
produce novel explanations about the notion of conservation of quantity in the former
instructional context only when the material objects that the gestures referred to are absent
from the space where the task takes place. Essentially, the two researchers came to the
conclusion that iconic gestures do not merely construct a bridge between language and the
entities of the real world but, by being applied without mediation to the mental images of
the absent objects, extend children’s understandings as well as their competencies in
solving more abstract problems.
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At the level of embodied cognition, Hadzigeorgiou et al. (2009) compared the performances
of two groups of preschoolers in applying rules which have been taught through two
contextually different tasks about mechanical equilibrium. Initially, in two preliminary-
training tasks, the first group had been exposed to sensorimotor activities and the second
one participated in hands-on activities. The children in the first group, by walking on a beam,
were trying to balance themselves (i.e., their bodies) by holding buckets of various sizes and
weights, while the children in the other group were asked to equilibrate a typical (plastic)
mechanical balance by choosing and placing objects of unequal sizes and weights on it.
Subsequently, both groups were subjected to posttests in which a typical scale was used,
consisting of a horizontal stick which could revolve around an axis passing through its center.
The results, among other things, showed that only the children who had been exposed to and
had internalized sensorimotor tasks retained their ability to apply (up to 4 weeks after the initial
activity) the rules that had been internalized in their bodies.

All the aforementioned researchers recognized that concepts are also shaped by means of
heterogeneous performances (e.g., Pozzer-Ardenghi and Roth 2007) which take place in the
science classroom. The main idea behind such a view is that semiotic resources create teaching
contexts which give knowledge shape (e.g., Kress et al. 2001), influencing the way students
make sense of, and thus construct, different modes of knowing (e.g., Vosniadou et al. 2004).
Actually, what is mentally constructed relies not only on what has already been conceptually
shaped (i.e., students’ preconceptions) but also on the forms and modalities used to represent it.

The human body, on which this article focuses, makes a unique contribution to the shaping
of students’ mental representations with respect to various scientific entities. More generally,
bodily actions may represent concepts and endow with meaning entities which are not visible
(e.g., movement of electrons) (Roth 2001), while also expressing dimensions which verbal
discourse cannot communicate (Pantidos and Givry 2014). In cases of experimental teaching,
research has demonstrated that in the mental processing of data, the teacher’s gestures precede
or replace verbal discourse (Roth and Lawless 2002). Moreover, gestures, changes in body
stance, movements in space, and actions involving material objects form conceptual links
between what is being uttered by the teacher and the spatial components of the learning
environment (Hwang and Roth 2011).

Various Semiotic Contexts Construct Various Aspects of Shadow Formation

Shadow formation is a common subject of teaching, particularly with young children
(Murmann and Schwedes 1999; Osborne et al. 1993; Parker 2006). Many of the recommended
activities can be staged within the classroom, with the shadows produced by material objects to
be found there (e.g., Ravanis 1996; Ravanis et al. 2010). In other cases, the children create
their own shadows using the light of the sun, outside in the playground (e.g., Vincent and
Cassel 2011). Furthermore, other teaching strategies can be used in the classroom, which refer
to external (non-tangible) spaces, for example, discussion of the role of the shadow in relation
to various planetary phenomena, such as the eclipse of the sun and moon or the alternation of
day and night (e.g., Young and Guy 2008).

Many researchers suggest teaching approaches to the shadow phenomenon based on
various semiotic systems. Actually, each environment, with its different semiotic profile,
has a different effect on the children’s thinking and leads them to different actions. The use
of light sources and opaque material objects as obstacles which interact with the light is a
widespread practice in kindergartens (e.g., Barrow 2007; Segal and Cosgrove 1993). A 3-D
arrangement of torch–object–shadow offers a realistic representation of the concept of
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obstruction. Additionally, the student can, to some extent, test with his or her own hand the
possibility of the light passing or not passing through the spaces in front of and behind the
obstacle. More generally, these arrangements allow children to form hypotheses, to experi-
ment, to record, and to test their hypotheses. This has been confirmed by research, with
shadow activities based on material objects for children aged 5–6 having an effect on
learning (Ravanis 1996). More specifically, the children showed positive change in their
performance on the semi-level of shadow formation, an explanation of the phenomenon in
terms of obstruction of light, and the correspondence in number of light sources and shadows
(Ravanis 1996). In another similar setting, the children experimented with changing the
distance between light source and obstacle, using different objects (e.g., dolls, bricks)
(Hadzigeorgiou 2003). They were encouraged to think about the way in which they should
hold the torch in order to form larger or smaller shadows or to change the shadow’s shape. In
another instance, Vincent and Cassel (2011) used a human figure and a torch to light it. In
this setting, the children tried to find out how the size of the shadow changes and to link this
to their movement in the external space.

2-D representations (e.g., drawings) also play a central role in these activities and can also
be used as an independent tool for exploring children’s ideas (Chang 2005; Kress 1997;
Shepardson et al. 2007; Trend et al. 2000). Such representations might include a sketch made
by the children to illustrate the relevant positions of torch, obstacle and shadow (Papandreou
2012), cards representing shadows to show their correspondence with the real objects in the
setting (Barrow 2007), and (modified) photographs requiring the child to choose between true
and false situations with respect to the position and size of one or more shadows (Chen 2009).
It is worth noting that in sketches, shadows were represented symbolically and not formed
naturally as in the 3-D arrangements of objects. From a semiotic point of view, the absence of
the third dimension led the child to form the shadow on just two semi-levels (either right or left
of the object). However, this was likely to induce a sense of linearity, thereby implying that
light moves in a straight line. In general, 2-D representations do not allow experimentation but
codify the experimental data as a result of mental processing. In other words, once the
experiment has been conducted, the children use drawings or photographs to convert their
3-D experience into two dimensions (conceptual challenge).

For young children in particular, activities based on simulations are recommended (Barab
and Dede 2007; Rieber 2005). These can simulate the formation of shadows in arrangements
of material objects or in the movement of the Earth around the sun (Trundle and Hilson
2012). Compared with material objects, simulations relating to the formation of shadows
represent more clearly the image of light beams and the movement of light in a straight line.
Actually, when real torches are used, the edges of the light beams are not always clear. More
generally, simulations allow experimentation in 2-D and 2-D*.1 They combine the symbol-
ism of the sketch and the experimentation associated with material objects. A good example
would be the virtual applications relating to shadow formation at the Cité des Sciences et de
l’Industrie. There is persuasive evidence that educational activities for young children (5–
6 years old) based on a virtual visit to these applications lead to positive learning results
(Georgoutsou et al. 2010).

Other shadow formation activities recommended include those involving the human body.
Most of them take place outdoors, where the light source is the sun and the children’s own
bodies are used as the obstacles. In this setting, the children can work on the mechanism of
shadow formation (Hadzigeorgiou 2003; Segal and Cosgrove 1993) or measure the length of
their shadows at different times of the day (Trundle and Hilson 2012; Vincent and Cassel

1 Two-dimensional drawings conveying the idea of a third dimension (perspective).
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2011). Games with the sun offer a more direct, lived experience but do not provide the same
distinct beam of light, so its movement in a straight line is not so obvious. Moreover, the
shadow appears to be a continuation of the obstacle. In contrast with these activities, Fleer
(1996) separates the human body from the shadow. More specifically, in one of her studies of
how young children understand the concept of light, the child’s body plays the role of the
obstacle and its shadow is projected on a screen behind it. In a dark room, a projector creates a
beam of light, which is broken by the child’s body. That situation allows the children to reason
about the mechanism by which a shadow is formed.

All the above activities make a unique contribution, as semiotic contexts, to conceptu-
alization of shadow formation. Yet, absent from them is a study of the human body as a
factor generating explanations and constructing knowledge. Even the activity suggested by
Fleer (1996) does not attempt to engage children’s reasoning with their gestures or bodily
acts. The human body is the material factor of mediation between children’s thinking and
children’s actions. In the current study, an activity was designed based on the 3-D
arrangement of the light from the light source, the human body (the obstacle), and the
resulting shadow. Using their own bodies as obstacles to the light, the children were able to
explore the direction of the light and to change the relative positions of the light source and
the obstacle. They formed hypotheses and were able to check them by following the light’s
direction moving on the stage. Moreover, in a test conducted after the activity (posttest), the
children were encouraged to think with their bodies, providing a kind of corporeal
explanation.

Children’s Bodies Help Construct Explanations of Shadow Formation

The research involves three aspects of the shadow phenomenon, namely (a) the mechanism by
which the shadow is formed (aspect 1), (b) the relationship between the size of the shadow and
the distance between obstacle and light source (aspect 2), and (c) the correspondence between
the number of shadows and the number of light sources (aspect 3). These three features are the
usual aspects which adequately describe the phenomenon of shadow formation and which
have been studied as concepts in preschool children (e.g., Ravanis et al. 2010).

Research Questions

& Does a shadow formation activity based on the human body produce positive learning
results in preschool children?

& How do children use their bodies to explain aspects of the shadow formation?

Methodology

Participants

The sample was a state-school kindergarten class of 16 children aged 4–5.5 of whom five were
prekindergarten and 11 kindergarten. The children had not previously been taught the concepts
of light and shadow. The human-based activity used involved by its nature both light as a
physical entity (the children’s bodies represent the light when they move) and the rectilinear
movement of light (the rectilinear movement of the children; see Fig. 3).
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Research Design

The research was conducted in three phases: exploring the children’s ideas (pretest), teaching
intervention based on the human body, and posttest. The pretest took place 1 week before and
the posttest 1 week after the teaching intervention. With respect to the first question, the data
were gathered through interviews in the pretest and posttest. With respect to the second
question, the three phases were videoed. Video was deemed particularly important, allowing
us to study not just the children’s reasoning but also their bodily expressions at each stage of
the research. However, emphasis was placed on the posttest data, in which the children sought
to explain the phenomenon in terms of their bodies.

Both the teaching and the exploration of the children’s views in the two tests were carried
out by the first author, who was not their class teacher, and thus before the procedure, she
visited the kindergarten frequently to get to know the children. Furthermore, during the
preparatory stage, a pilot study was conducted in another class to test the suitability and
efficacy of the methods to be used.

Pretest

At this stage individual, semi-structured interviews were carried out in another part of
the school, not in the classroom. The interviews were individual and semi-structured in
an attempt to provide an authentic and as close as possible to a comprehensive picture
of what each child knows and what obstacles he/she faces. Exploration of the chil-
dren’s ideas took place during free play periods and breaks. Discussion with each child
lasted 5–7 min. The materials used comprised two torches, a wooden block, and a
sheet of A4 paper (see Fig. 1). The block was placed in a specific position on the
paper, and the teacher held one (or two) torch(es) in front of it (see Fig. 2). More
specifically, with the torch turned off, the teacher asked the children to make predic-
tions and to give reasons for their answers. Questions involved the three aforemen-
tioned aspects of shadow formation. Children gave their answers standing in front of
this arrangement of objects.

Fig. 1 The materials used to explore the children’s ideas
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The main questions put to the children were as follows:

a) Aspect 1: mechanism by which a shadow is formed (the following questions were
formulated twice, one for each different position of the torch)

“If I turn on the torch, what do you think will happen?”
“With the block here, if I turn on the torch, where will the shadow be?”
“Why was the shadow formed here?” (the here referring to the point indicated by the

child in response to the previous question)
“When the light leaves the torch, where does it go?”
“And when it encounters the obstacle, what happens?”
“Is there light behind the block?”
“If I take away the block, will there be a shadow?”

b) Aspect 2: relationship between the size of the shadow and the distance from the light
source to the obstacle

“How can I make the shadow of the block smaller?”
“How can I make the shadow of the block bigger?”
“Can you tell me another way to make the shadow smaller?”
“Can you tell me another way to make the shadow bigger?” (the last two questions

were asked only when the child had answered the two preceding questions)
c) Aspect 3: correspondence of the number of shadows and the number of light sources

“How can I have two shadows?”
“If I bring another torch, what will happen? How many shadows will I have? How will

they be formed?”

Teaching Intervention

The activity was designed to allow the children to use their bodies to express reasoning and
construct knowledge. As we have said, the interviews were used to explore the children’s
initial ideas. The recall of these conceptions formed the main starting point for the teaching
intervention. The children then formulated hypotheses for the three aspects of the phenomenon
and tested them. In all the tasks, the children reported cases in their own daily lives where they
had observed shadows and, with the teacher’s encouragement, attempted to explore them using

Fig. 2 “If I turn on the torch, where do you think the shadow will be?” “Here” (points to the block)
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the classroom arrangement. The materials used were two tripods, two torches, a white sheet
(2 m×1.5 m), sticky tape, and blue cards. The torch was attached to the tripod using the tape,
the white sheet was fixed on the wall, and the blue cards were fixed over the window panes to
darken the room. The activity lasted 45 min. The children were able to explore all aspects of
the phenomenon using the 3-D arrangement of the light from the torch, their bodies (the
obstacle), and the resulting shadows. Every time the child forming the obstacle stood between
the light source and the sheet, the other children first, with the torch still turned off, made their
predictions concerning the three aforesaid aspects of the phenomenon. Then the torch was
turned on and their hypotheses concerning the movement of the light were tested (see Fig. 3).
Children formulated hypotheses and were able to test them by investigating the movement of
the light (aspects 1 and 3, see Figs. 3 and 4) or by changing the relative positions of the light
source and the obstacle (aspect 2, see Fig. 5). The activity was intended to familiarize children
with the shadow formation and specifically:

& To explore the way that the shadow is formed by opaque objects obstructing the passage of
light. To realize that the obstacle is always located between the light source and the
shadow.

& To explore the way in which the size of the shadow changes if the objects are moved. To
discover that when the distance between the light source and the body is great, then a large
shadow is formed. When the distance is less, the shadow is smaller.

& To discover that the size of the shadow is due to the change in distance between the object
and the light source, and a change in distance of the light source.

& To discover that every light source casts a shadow, and every shadow implies a light
source.

& To use their bodies to approach the straight line of the light.
& To use their bodies to express their ideas about shadow formation.

To explore the mechanism by which the shadow is formed, the teacher asked the children to
come up with predictions while the torch was still switched off. In other words, she asked
“Where will the shadow be formed if I turn on the torch?”, “Show me how this happens.”,
“Where does the light come from?”, “What does it find in its way?”, “What will happen?”, and
“How can I make a shadow form there?” (the teacher points to an area on the cloth). To answer
the questions, the children move from the point where the torch is to the point where they think
that the shadow will be formed, representing with their bodies the movement of the light until
the obstacle. It is worth noting that the questions “Where does the light start from?”, “What
does it find in its way?”, “Is there light here?” (i.e., behind the body of the child playing the
obstacle), and “What happens in the end?” are formulated to help the children if they cannot
answer the question “Show me how this happens.”

Fig. 3 Here, the teacher plays the part of the obstacle and a child explains the shadow formation (“The light
comes from here—It encounters you—And here is your shadow”)
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In testing the hypotheses (with the torch turned on), the discussion focused on the concept
of the obstacle and particularly on the interaction of light–obstacle. To this end, the following
questions were posed: “Why did the shadow form here?”, “Show me what happened.”, “What
does the light find in its way?”, “What is (name of child) doing in the light?”, “Is there light
behind (name of child)?”, and “If (name of child) moves out of the way, will there be a
shadow?”.

The children were able to place their hands (or their entire bodies) behind the obstacle
(point B) to establish whether a shadow would be formed on the sheet. Likewise, they were
able to test what would happen when they placed their hands at point C (at point B, the child’s
hand does not form a shadow; at point C, it does). Through comparison, they were thus able to
establish reasons to explain these two opposite situations. Figure 4 shows the teacher, but this
same position can be taken by the children during the lesson.

Fig. 4 The movement of light in schematic terms

Fig. 5 Without speaking, a child provides a bodily response by moving the torch to increase the size of the
shadow cast by the child playing the obstacle
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With respect to the relationship between the size of the shadow and the distance from the light
source to the obstacle, hypotheses were again formed with the torch switched off. The children
had two choices: either to move the torch or to move the obstacle. The teacher began with the
question “How can I make the shadow bigger or smaller?”. When the children responded, the
teacher encouraged them to turn on the torch and test their answers. The children, depending on
the type of hypothesis, thus moved the lit torch back and forth (one way, see Fig. 5) or moved
their own bodies (other way) as obstacles, keeping the torch in one place. Depending on what
each child achieved, the teacher asked supplementary questions, such as “Is there another way?”
and “What will happen if I move the torch nearer to or farther from (child’s name)?”.

To explore the correspondence between the number of shadows and the number of light
sources, the children were asked to come up with predictions in response to the question “How
can we form two shadows?” (see Fig. 6). Some of the children proposed, and tested, a solution
using a second torch. When they had responded in this way, the teacher asked “Which torch is
making this shadow, and which torch is making that one?” and “How can we make this
shadow (pointing to the shadow on the screen) bigger or smaller?”. The last question ensured
that the children were not giving random answers, as they had to move the torch which they
believed corresponded to the shadow in question.

It is worth noting that adding a second torch is not the only way to form a second shadow.
In fact, many children proposed using a second obstacle.

Posttest

The evaluation of the activity was conducted in the same context as the exploration of
preexisting knowledge (pretest). The same materials were used, in the same way, and the
same questions formulated.

Data Analysis

The children’s responses, in relation to each aspect, before and after the teaching intervention,
were characterized as inadequate, fair, or adequate (see Table 1, Ravanis 1996). In both pretest
and posttest, the assessment of the children’s performance was carried out by the teacher–
researcher and by an external researcher. The degree of agreement between them was over 91 %.

Fig. 6 A child uses two light sources to establish correspondence of the two shadows
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It should be noted that in the verbal reference to the obstruction of light, the use of the term
obstruct by the children does not necessarily mean a reference to the mental image of the light
being reflected off the object. This is made clear, when the teacher asks the children if they
think there is light behind the block. Example 1 is a characteristic case of agreement between
what is said and what is meant by the term obstruct.

Example 1 T: So what did we say the block does to the light?
S: Obstructs it.
T: What do we have here? (pointing behind the object)
S: Shadow.
T: Will I have light here? (pointing behind the object)
S: No.
T: Why?
S: Because it is shadow.
T: What happened to the light?
S: It stopped here (pointing in front of the block).

In essence, the child in question speaks the word obstruct and at the same time is saying that
there is no light behind the block. In these cases, the children’s responses were classified as
adequate.

Table 1 Framework for analysis of children’s responses

Adequate Fair Inadequate

Aspect 1 Identifies, with help or alone,
the point where the shadow
will be formed and can give
correct reasons for the way
it has been formed.

Identifies, with help or alone,
the point where the shadow
will be formed but gives the
wrong or no reasons.

Cannot identify the position
where the shadow will be
formed and does not offer
any explanation.

Aspect 2 Indicates 1 of the 2 ways,
answering correctly in respect
to how the shadow increases
or decreases. One way is to
move the torch; the other is
to move the obstacle.

Indicates 1 of the 2 ways,
answering correctly only
in respect to how the shadow
increases or decreases, not
both. (or) Indicates 1 of the
2 ways, engaging the concept
of displacement, using
however the term decrease
instead of increase and vice
versa.

Finds neither of the 2 ways.

Aspect 3 Finds that a second torch is
needed to form a second
shadow and also indicates
the correct point for
formation of each shadow.

Replies that there will be a
second shadow only when
the second torch is suggested
to him/her and at the same
time indicates the correct point
at which the shadow will be
formed. (or) Refers to a
second torch as a condition
for the formation of the
second shadow but does not
indicate the correct point at
which each shadow will be
formed.

Replies that there will be a
second shadow only when
the second torch is
suggested to him/her and at
the same time indicates the
incorrect point at which the
shadow will be formed. (or)
Does not reply that there
will be a second shadow,
even when the second torch
is suggested. (or) Refers to a
different number of
shadows in relation to the
number of torches.
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In other cases (see Example 2), some of the children, although indicating the right point of
shadow formation and explaining by the use of the verb obstruct, at the same time claim that
there is light behind the object.
Example 2 T: Where does the light go?

S: (pointing forward)
T: And what does it encounter?
S: (points to the block)
T: What does the block do to the light?
S: It obstructs it.
T: And what do we have?
S: Shadow.
T: So here I will have light? (pointing behind the block)
S: Yes.

Answers like this are classed as fair because the obstruct is in conceptual conflict with the
response of the child relating to whether there is light behind the block.

With respect to the second research question, the posttest video was analyzed. Only the
posttest was analyzed because the researchers felt more emphasis was laid here on the body and
because, as an individual interview, it could provide an objective record. The children had already
been exposed in the teaching intervention (body-based activity), and so we assumed that they
wouldmakemore use of their bodies in the posttest. Initially, each author conducted an individual
analysis. The two authors then met repeatedly to view the video and to discuss their emerging
assertions. These assertions related to how the children involved their bodies (i.e., use of gestures,
inclination of body) in their explanations of shadow formation. Thus, both researchers ran
through all the data (posttest) and tested their assertions until agreement was reached and the
interpretation was established. All examples given in this paper originated in this procedure. The
criteria used for the analysis were the use of deictic and iconic gestures by the children, as well as
other actions like turning of the body. Any movement involving the child’s body and intended to
point in a direction is regarded as deictic. The classic such gesture is made using the index finger,
but any other part or area of the body could be used. The iconic corporeal acts are somatic figures
which indicate, in a more or less abstract way, a human action or a non-animate entity (Pantidos
et al. 2008). It should be mentioned that although in the literature corporeal acts manipulating
objects are called ergotic (e.g., Givry and Pantidos 2012; Roth 2003), in the current article, the
second of the authors perceives as an iconic gestural sign any bodily form which represents
something, whether it uses material objects or not (Pantidos et al. 2008).

Results

Impact of Activity on Learning

Using the criteria described in Table 1, the performance of the children was categorized by
aspect before and after the procedure and is shown in Table 2.

The children’s responses can also be classed according to the progress between pretest and
posttest. Progress is deemed to have been made when the child moves towards improved
results, regardless of the type of change (e.g., inadequate to fair). Regression has occurred
when the posttest response is less successful than the pretest, regardless of the level of success
(e.g., adequate to inadequate or adequate to fair). No change means that the child’s perfor-
mance was the same (e.g., fair to fair).
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It transpires that the specific body-based activity has positive learning results for all three
aspects of the phenomenon. Specifically, we observe from the children’s responses that there
are significant changes in all three aspects before and after the activity. With respect to the first
aspect, a total of 11 children moved to fuller answers in comparison with those they had given
in the pretest; with respect to the second aspect, 13 children gave fuller answers; and with
respect to the third aspect, 12 children showed a positive change (see Table 3).

Explanations and the Human Body

A total of 11 of the 16 children used their bodies to explain the shadow formation mechanism
in the posttest interview. In most cases, the children were encouraged to use their bodies after
they had had difficulty in coming up with a verbal response. Either by verbal reference to the
activity or turning the unlit torch on the child, the teacher triggers off the use of the body to
generate a response (see Example 3, Fig. 7).

Example 3 T: So where will the shadow be?
S: (still pointing ahead)
S: (again pointing in the wrong direction)
T: If the block was a person, where would the shadow be?
S: Here (pointing in front).
T: If I shine the light on you, where will your shadow be? (pointing the unlit

torch)
S: Behind (pointing to the wall, correctly).

A first conclusion from the analysis of the video was that the modalities may present
inconsistencies. In Example 4, if the verbal discourse is interpreted together with the gesture of

Table 2 Adequacy of children’s responses

Inadequate Fair Adequate

First aspect (mechanism of shadow formation)

Pretest 11 3 2

Posttest 1 10 5

Second aspect (relationship between the size of the shadow and the distance between the light source and the obstacle)

Pretest 13 3 0

Posttest 2 6 8

Third aspect (correspondence between the number of shadows and the number of light sources)

Pretest 9 5 2

Posttest 2 5 9

Table 3 Children’s responses in
terms of change between the two
tests

Regression No change Progress

Aspect 1 2 3 11

Aspect 2 0 3 13

Aspect 3 0 4 12
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pointing (i.e., the child shows the correct point for formation of the shadow), we may be led to
the conclusion that the child has understood the way in which the shadow is formed.

Example 4 S: The shadow will be here (indicates the correct point, illustrates the rectilinear
movement of light).

T: Why do you think that?
S: Because the shadow will come out here (indicates the correct point,

illustrates the rectilinear movement of light). Because it will come out here
(indicates the correct point, illustrates the rectilinear movement of light).
Because the torch will be here and the shadow will come out here (indicates
the correct point).

However, at the same time, the child illustrates the rectilinear movement of light behind the
block, in the space where the shadow is. He is thus implying that there is light behind the
obstacle, while at the same time saying that there is shadow there. In other words, there are two
frameworks leading to different interpretations.

In other instances, the bodily expression complements the verbal utterance. In Example 5,
meaning is conveyed through speech and a pointing gesture, the two complementing one
another in content.

Example 5 (the torch is fixed to a tripod and pointing to the sheet)
T: With the torch where it is now, how can I make a shadow?
S: Turn on the torch and…(points to the middle) and there will be a shadow.

It is evident that the spoken word defines the entities light source (i.e., torch) and screen
(i.e., there) (i.e., the semi-level of shadow formation), while the gesture indicates where the
obstacle should be to form a shadow.

With respect to the type of corporeal expressions used by the children, two types which
convey aspects of children’s thinking can be seen: (a) deictic and (b) iconic. There are two
forms of deictic acts: (a1) children point to the space where they think the shadow should be

Fig. 7 The teacher illuminates the child with the unlit torch
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(see Fig. 8) and (a2) they turn their bodies looking for the sheet behind them, while pointing in
the same direction with a finger (see Fig. 9).

In Fig. 9, the turning of the child’s body is a sort of connecting link between the context
of the question and the context of the teaching intervention. In other words, it seems that
the child is thinking in bodily terms—terms used during the teaching intervention—and
using them to explain the formation of the shadow in a different context, that with the
block.

Furthermore, some of the children also use iconic gestures either to recall some elements of
the teaching that came before or explicitly to relate the two contexts. In general, two narrative
spaces are presented: the here (the space with the block) and the there (the body-based
teaching activity), and these spaces intersect, in Example 6, at one point only—the child’s
gesture.

Fig. 8 The child points to the block

Fig. 9 The teacher illuminates the child and she points to the back
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Example 6 T: If I turn on the torch, what will I have?
S: Shadow.
T: Where will it be?
S: Here (points in front of the torch).
T: Will it be there?
S: Yes.
T: Do you remember downstairs, when we made your shadow, and those of

the other children? Where did it happen?
S: Behind, on the big piece of paper.
T: Where had we put it?
S: Where the little table was (shows the sheet with her hands, see Fig. 10)
T: And the shadow from the block, where will it be?
S: Behind.
T: Where is the behind?
S: (indicates the right place)

More specifically, when the teacher asks the child to remember what happened during
the teaching (line 7), the child answers behind on the big piece of paper (line 9) and
goes on to indicate the sheet with her hands (line 11). In Fig. 10, we observe that the
gesture is not directed to the table; the inclination of the child’s body conveys
distancing and the gesture itself is almost parenthetical—lasting only a moment.
This means that the specific corporeal representation of the sheet is used by the
child merely to recall what happened in the activity. It refers for a moment to the
there in order to specify where behind is—thus representing an internal procedure for
understanding the existing material context (block) and not an attempt to unite the
two contexts. Actually, she uses the gesture to understand where behind was during
the teaching, thus solving the problem there, and then she locates where behind is in
the current context and she solves the problem here.

By contrast, in Example 7, the here and there are united. The paper coming from
there (teaching intervention) is located in front of the block of here (interview) (see
Example 7, line 8, Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 The child represents the sheet using her hands
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Example 7 T: So, here, where will the shadow be?
S: (points in front of block)
T: Shouldn’t it be behind it?
S: Yes.
T: So where?
S: Like this (takes the piece of paper and puts it behind the block, like the sheet).
T: So, where will the shadow be, the way you have it?
S: Here (points to the correct point on the paper)

In this way, the child in question constructs a hybrid context consisting of the units light
source, block, and paper. The first two relate to the here and the third to the there. The sheet of
paper (screen) is a material used in the teaching intervention, not in the interview. Despite this,
the child uses the sheet of paper to explain what is asked of him in the interview. In other
words, he appears to use his imagination to think of what happened in the lesson and to attempt
to adapt it to the context of the interview. But this does not happen only for a moment, as in the
preceding example. The sheet of paper is introduced into the arrangement with the block and
remains there. It should be noted that the sheet of paper used was not given to the child but
simply left lying on the table. In other words, it appears that the kinesic construction raising of
the piece of paper is grounded in the existing, visible context. This is demonstrated by the fact
that the child raises the piece of paper not only to locate but also to indicate the point where the
shadow will be formed (see line 8). This in itself indicates the link between his thoughts and
his corporeal expression. In other words, the reasoning which appears to be generated in the
teaching intervention and through a mediator (i.e., a piece of paper) is transferred to the
interview, creating a hybrid explanatory framework.

Discussion

The activity organized was effective with regard to the three aspects of the phenomenon
shadow formation. The sample of children used was too small to allow generalization, but the
methodology adopted and the results recorded make clear the feasibility of the specific activity.
More generally, the specific activity allows the children to frame hypotheses and test them,

Fig. 11 The child uses a piece of paper as a screen
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while being part of the phenomenon. In this way, lived experience is combined with the
experimental process, as the children try to explain their own acts—and this leads to effective
learning (Grammatikopoulos et al. 2012; Hadzigeorgiou et al. 2009; Ogborn et al. 1996). In
contrast to the usual shadow formation activities which include the human body, in this
activity, the use of a screen behind the obstacle separates the three entities (light, obstacle,
shadow) (see Fig. 4). For example, in the classic activities where children are exposed to the
sun, in the school yard, the shadow is attached to the children. Compared to the arrangement
of material objects, in the body-based activity the student can play two roles: the role of the
material object on which the light falls and the role of the light. More specifically, with respect
to the latter, the learner can, by moving place, follow the trajectory of the light. Thus,
compared with the material objects, the rectilinear movement of light is illustrated (made
perceptible) more clearly because the learner is required to change place in a rectilinear
manner. A child can also verify the presence or not of the light in areas A, B, and C (see
Fig. 4). By alternating their position between areas B and C, a child can check whether or not
they see the light from the source. This provides data which can stimulate thought and allow
the framing of productive reasoning.

The children’s bodies assume the role of representation (i.e., obstacle, movement of light),
while also acting as agents providing explanations (i.e., children’s gesticulations). The children
construct their reasoning about shadow formation using various corporeal acts such as deictic
and iconic gestures, movements in space, and turning and inclining their bodies. In some cases,
there will be inconsistencies between the modalities (see Example 4), and in others, the
corporeal movements will complement the verbal utterance (see Example 5). In all cases,
the meaning is not generated only by speech or bodily expression but by the entirety of each
semiotic event. Actually, other semiotic systems (e.g., human body, drawings) convey aspects
of thought which are not, or cannot be, expressed by the speech (e.g., De Ruiter 2007;
Mathewson 1999; Rennie and Jarvis 1995). All these reinforce the view that knowledge is shaped
through the semiotic resources which, as mediators, are enlisted to assist in its construction.

The study highlighted the knowledge transferability between two different situations. More
specifically, some of the children were initially able to recognize the equivalence between the
two contexts (i.e., block—human body) and then to transfer elements of one (teaching
intervention) to the other (posttest). It appeared from the analysis of the video that the children
used their bodies or the objects (i.e., piece of paper) as mediators to transfer themselves from
the classroom context to that of the interview. In other words, during the teaching intervention,
the children learned or discovered, mainly through their bodies, the aspects of shadow
formation. It then appears that they tried, without being asked, to use their body as a tool to
think and explain the phenomenon in the context of the interview. According to a number of
researchers, this contains elements of conceptual change because the children achieve a kind of
knowledge restructuring, transferring it or applying it to different settings (e.g., Eraut 2009;
Georghiades 2000; Huffaker and Calvert 2003). Along that trajectory, Givry and Roth (2006)
refer to conceptions and, by extension, to conceptual change as

(a) evolution in the use of modalities (e.g., using words to describe an object, instead of
designating it by deictic gesture); (b) evolution in the same modality (e.g., using more
gestures to describe the same objects); and (c) evolution of the link between different
modalities (e.g., the time between talk and gesture decreasing) (p. 1105).

Accordingly, the results of the current study have demonstrated that body-based teaching
led to a type of evolution on the part of the children in the use and interdependence of
modalities. In fact, most children who in the pretest used only deictic gestures to indicate the
point where the shadow would be formed expressed themselves in the posttest also through
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other modalities such as iconic gestures, in order to represent elements of the environment (see
Examples 6 and 7). With respect to the same modality, an evolution in deictic gestures was
observed. In Fig. 9 for example, the child developed, with the help of her body, a novel deictic
gesture creating a link between the teaching context and the context of the question put to her.
Actually, the same child during the pretest used only typical deictic gestures; she was just
pointing to the block with the pointer without any other movement of her body. Finally, the
context of the teaching itself upgrades the children’s use of their bodies. In other words, in the
formal environment with the block (see pretest), oral discourse is dominant, with descriptive
discourse linked only to the pointing gesture with the finger. In this case, the pointing
accompanies the spoken adverb here (see Fig. 2). By contrast, in the teaching process, the
children expressed meanings by developing a fruitful relationship between spoken word and
human body. Once the speech described each situation, the children’s body in some cases
added some new element (i.e., rectilinear direction of the light, see Fig. 3). In other cases,
children without speaking gave bodily responses substituting (see Fig. 5) or complementing
speech (see Example 5). All of the above may indicate conceptual change in the sense of an
evolution in the use of modalities. However, a deeper analysis of our data could offer clear
evidence of this. The two researchers intend to carry out a comparative analysis of the two tests
with respect to the use of corporeal expressions by children.

Research, both in cognitive science and in the field of science education, has demonstrated
that the sign vehicles used to represent scientific entities assign meaning to them in a unique
way (Jaipal 2010; Pozzer-Ardenghi and Roth 2010; Rahm 2004). Thus, images, material
objects and space in general, the human body, and oral (and written) discourse assist in all
instances of learning in shaping the way that students form their ideas (Kress et al. 2001).
Effective learning outcomes of activities based on a specific semiotic framework (e.g., the
human body) are not better than others (e.g., material objects). However, alternating between
different semiotic settings helps to shape knowledge itself, creating the conditions for more
effective and meaningful learning (Ogborn et al. 1996).
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